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This document has been proactively released.  Redactions made to the document have been made 
consistent with provisions of the Official Information Act 1982.  

Key to Redaction Codes 

Certain information in this document has been withheld under one or more of the following sections of 
the Official Information Act, as applicable: 

[1] 9(2)(a) - to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 

[2] 9(2)(g)(i) - to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank 
expression of opinions 

[3] 9(2)(j) - to carry on, without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and 
industrial negotiations) 

[4] 9(2)(h) - to maintain legal professional privilege. 

[5] Not relevant 

Where information has been withheld, a numbered reference to the applicable section of the Official 
Information Act has been made, as listed above. For example, a [2] appearing where information has 
been withheld in a release document refers to section 9(2)(g)(i).   

In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest considerations 
in section 9(1) of the Official Information Act. 
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From:
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 05:48 PM
To: MATHESON, Alex (MEA); ^OAG: Bill Robertson <bill.robertson@oag.govt.nz>;
'Karen.Young@auditnz.govt.nz' <Karen.Young@auditnz.govt.nz>; ....DOWNING, Richard (Inet) 
Cc: GOULIN, Phil (FIN); COOPER, Peter (PRO); AUSTIN, Jonathan (MEA) 
Subject: RE: Saudi Procurement 
 
Hi Alex,
 
Thanks for sending these through. To be clear, we are reserving our position on whether to be

[5]

[2]



part of an interagency governance group at the moment, but it does seem like the clearest way
to fulfil the Cabinet directive. Once we know the terms of reference for this group we can make
a decision.

We see our involvement as two-fold. First, our obvious role is to arrange the transfer of funding
to the appropriate place. I understood that we would be transferring the $6m across to NZTE,
although the Grant Funding Template suggests the contract is between MFAT and the lead
provider, which leaves me unclear on proposed funding arrangements.  

Second, our other interest is to monitor the performance of the contract against the
benefits it is to deliver according to the Cabinet paper. In particular, the Cabinet paper
laid out expectations that the farm would act as a link to trade in the broader Gulf region
and in Africa, that it would spur further Saudi investment in NZ agricultural operations,

While the first may be appropriate to include as deliverables in the contract with the lead
provider, the second and third are probably more appropriate as part of the terms of
reference for the interagency governance group.

When it is appropriate, it would be interesting to know how you intend to contract with
the lead provider to ensure the farm acts as a hub to broader Gulf / African trade. I
assume the terms of reference for the interagency group will be decided further down the
track, but please do keep me looped in here.
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